A versatile, purpose-built, soundproofed film
production and photography studio located just
outside Nottingham.

THE SPACE
From large single-set builds to multiple sets, with a
shooting floor space of 15m x 8m x 5m (to lighting
grid height), a 360° blackout and 4m x 5m x 7m
green screen cove, there’s ample space for almost
any set-up.
Pre-plan your angles and lighting using our VR studio
model. The 3D studio model, including framework,
can also be provided to aid with post-production.

WHO WE ARE
Draw on the wider resources of a leading UK-based
creative marketing business. Our expertise extends
beyond our team of camera operators, producers,
scriptwriters, sound recordists and film editors.
Experienced lighting specialists, set builders, designers,
stylists and sound designers/composers – along with
our artworkers and printers – can help take your
project from concept to camera to screen.
Already have your team in place? Then simply dry-hire.

STUDIO
FEATURES
This fully soundproofed, flexible facility can
accommodate numerous set-ups at the same time –
from full studio to table-top and even multiple sets.
Skirted by full height 360° black curtain drapes, it
also features a 4m high green screen cove and 10
movable pantographs. Studio hire cost includes a
studio gaffer/electrician.
Clients benefit from access to lighting, grips and
autocue equipment, acres of warehouse space and
our van and truck fleet on request.

HANDY EXTRAS
Make use of our full logistics support fleet and enjoy
ample free on-site parking with vehicle access to the
studio floor. Your crew and talent can relax in our
green rooms, camp out in our production offices,
freshen up in our shower facilities and get shootready in our make-up and wardrobe areas.
Tuck in to a selection of hot and cold catering
options while logging on with free high speed Wi-Fi.

Specification
Dimensions
Shooting space 

15.5m x 7.9m

Height to ceiling 

6.55m

Height to lighting grid 
Double-door entry 

5m
2.85m (W) x 2.67m (H)

Features

Facilities

Lighting

Power

High spec, soundproofed studio

Free on-site parking

Power cables

Green screen cove, 4m (H) x 5m (W) x 7m (D)

Green rooms

This large, flexible studio can accommodate
numerous lighting set-ups at the same time –
from full studio to table-top to multiple sets

Full height 360° black curtain drapes

Kitchen

Various lighting pantographs

Production office areas

Control room with studio patch-through

Make-up, wardrobe and shower rooms

Edit suites

High-speed Wi-Fi

Adjoining space for OB vehicles

All-day hot and cold catering options

Multi-track sound recording system on request

Local shops, restaurants, pubs and hotels

Scene dock
24-hour security

Shooting space 
Space lights
Fresnels
Fresnels
Movable pantographs

15.5m x 7.9m
6 x 6kW
2 x 2kW
2 x 1kW
10

3-phase CEEform (control room)

Additional Services
32/16/13amp
8 x 32amp

CEEform at grid level

20 x 32amp

CEEform at grid level

20 x 16amp

Sockets at grid level

16 x 13amp

Sockets at low level

33 x 13amp

Our studio clients can draw on the wider
expertise and resources of a leading
UK-based creative marketing business
Production and post-production experts
Camera operators and autocue equipment
Set design and build
Prop, make-up and wardrobe professionals
Design and print facilities

Lighting stands and grip

Project management

Consumables

Warehouse storage

DMX lighting control

Fleet logistics

24-way dimmer

Put yourself in the frame.
Get in touch with the Linney Create Studio team
for more details or to arrange a visit.

t: 01623 450 625
e: film@linney.com
w: linney.com
Adamsway, Mansfield, Nottinghamshire NG18 4FW

